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With support of the non-profit association Action Archive, I will look closer at three existing
“utopian” co-housing projects and an historical visionary exhibition proposal of co-housing and
analyze the four examples focusing on the aspect of alternate forms of spatial co-existing and
practices of care. The examples are from Stockhom and Vienna and they will be adressed through
participatory historical research using predominantly film. The term utopia is used here as a handson and pro-active form of ”embodied utopia”1 that takes process, time as well as personal
experience into account.
Why is it relevant to study co-housing projects? What importance can this form have for future
societies?
Many aspects make collaborate housing forms worth revisiting. Co-housing can be discussed, for
instance, as a model which lives up to increasing demands on social, economical and ecological
sustainability. It is a building and living model that has been undervalued during long periods of time2
but there are some indications3 of a possible revival. Therefore, I claim, there is an urgency for
looking closer into different models of co-housing through particular examples and to foreground
and share the personal experiences of people who live and lived in co-housing projects as well as to
look closer to the actual common spaces and their usage and accessibility they have produced. Cohousing is not mere space sharing –it means a higher level of commitment and negotiation with
neighbours. These can take different forms and be of shifting intensity but they all presuppose a
certain level of care- for the common space and for others. I am especially interested in the question
of how practices of caretaking can become important social and political forums for learning,
exchange of ideas and support, and how they reproduce these spaces. Considering that activities and
actions concerned with care are often undervalued and made invisible in our capitalocentric
economic system, my question is: Can co-housing make visible the importance of care-work or
reproductive work beyond the small circle of its own inhabitants? And, how do co-housing
inhabitants of today imagine the co-housings of the future?

Case studies
1. Kvinnors Byggforums (Womens Building Association) and Bo i Gemenskaps (Living Together)
proposals presented at the exhibition Boplats 80 in Stockholm in 19804. Both groups presented
visionary collective housing and common spaces and used for that time unexpected and visionary
exhibition forms/techniques.
2. Cigarrlådan is a rental co-housing project in Hökarängen, Stockholm. This co-housing celebrated
recently 30 years and has a thriving community with many active ”theme” groups. They offer regular
guided tours to their house and are very open and inviting towards their sorrunding community
extendening the concept of share and care outside the physical boundaries of the house.
3. The Frauwohneprojekt ro*sa Kalypso in Vienna is a housing project where only women can sign a
rental lease. It was inaugurated in 2009 and is imagined and planned by the women who became its
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first inhabitants. The building has certain physical spatial features like accessible renatal work spaces
that aim to particularly support women in precarious economic situations such as single mothers5.
4. Türkis Lila Villa Rosa in Vienna is a self-administrated queer housing project that started 1982 as a
squat but manged to negotiate its survival and “legality” with the municipality6. Their role as a
guidance center for the LBTQI community transforms the Vila itself into an activist as much as a
“house”7.

Methods
This project will result in micro histories of ’filmic essays’, models, and a printed documentation.
Educated as an artist in the media of photo and film and as an architect, I have worked with film as a
means in architecture production and in urban studies. I put emphasis on the role of the moving
image as a “participant” and a co-creator in these processes. In my practice, I found film a valuable
asset in the development of participatory methods that encourage the personal and subjective
stories of people and spaces. Example of previous architectural film projects is a short in
collaboration with Anja Linna, called “Underground Urban Caretaking”8 where we explore film as a
mapping tool within the fields of urban planning and architecture. In 2013, the film and a
corresponding paper were presented at that years Architecture Humanities Reseearch Association
(AHRA) conference in Bristol; “Underground Urban Caretaking - Unearthing social knowledge
through image and sound” which was subsequently published in a British anthology9.
I have also used film as part of my graduate dissertation in architecture as a means to both explore
and to portray urban activism10. Inspiration for the dramaturgy of the films came from what is known
as a witness seminar11.
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Theatre as research method. The project will dessiminate in a publication and be part of an
exhibition in 2019 at the Az W, Architecture Centre in Vienna.
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